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Abstract Countries have adopted different laws, policies, and practices that allow
immigration officers to request in certain cases DNA tests to confirm biological
relationships in the context of family reunification. In Canada, Citizenship and
Immigration Canada has adopted a policy of suggesting DNA testing only as a last
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resort in cases where no documentary evidence has been submitted or where the
evidence provided is deemed unsatisfactory. However, in practice, there have been
concerns on the increasing use of DNA tests in family reunification processes of
nationals from certain regions including Africa, Asia, and Latin America. Moreover,
the Immigration and Refugee Protection Regulations (IRPR) presents a biological
definition of family as a determinant of parenthood in the context of family reunifica-
tion that is inconsistent with the psychosocial definition used in provincial family laws.
Although there are cases that can justify the request for DNA tests, there are also
significant social, legal, and ethical issues, including discrimination and unfair prac-
tices, raised by this increasing use of genetic information in immigration. This policy
brief identifies points to consider for policymakers regarding the use of DNA testing in
Canadian family reunification procedures. These include (1) the need to refine the
policy of Busing DNA testing as a last resort^ and its implementation, (2) the need to
modify the definition of Bdependent child^ under the IRPR to reflect the intrinsic reality
of psychosocial family ties, and (3) the importance of conducting more research on the
use of DNA testing in other immigration contexts.

Keywords DNA testing . Immigration . Family reunification . Biological child .

Discrimination

Introduction

Developments in genetic testing technology enable more accurate prediction of indi-
viduals’ future health and their unique identification (Baldassi 2007, p. 5; Joly et al.
2015; Weiss 2011). In Canada, as in many other jurisdictions (Heinemann and Lemke
2013, p. 811; Taitz et al. 2002, p. 21), immigration officers can ask for DNA tests to
prove biological relationships in the context of family reunifications, which refers to the
possibility for an individual to reunite in Canada with a family member. (Citizenship
and Immigration Canada 2007)1

As in other countries, the use of DNA testing in the immigration context in Canada
commenced in the 1990s, though official statistics on this practice remain mostly
unavailable (Heinemann and Lemke 2013, p. 811; Taitz et al. 2002, p. 21;
LEXBASE–The International Information Network for Canadian Immigration
Practitioners, (2011) February Report, 22(2); BImmigrant DNA testing cited: DNA test
used to settle cases^ Vancouver Sun (14 march 1991) A11). 2 Countries have set
different laws, rules, and guidelines permitting immigration officers to use DNA testing

1 Family reunification of Canadian citizens or permanent residents is known as Bfamily sponsorship.^ Other
forms of family reunification also exist in Canadian law. See Neighborhood Legal Services BGuide to Family
Reunification in Canada,^ online: <http://www.familyreunification.ca/uploads/4/4/3/9/4439251/guide_to_
family_reunification.pdf>, p. 9. In Canada, family reunification is set as an important objective of its
immigration system. See IRPA 2015, sec. 3. For a general definition of family reunification, see
Heinemann and Lemke 2014, p. 492.
2 Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC) estimated that 3500 DNA samples were taken in 2009 to
establish biological relationship. LEXBASE—The International Information Network for Canadian
Immigration Practitioners, (2011) February Report, 22(2). In response to an access to information demand,
CIC replied that there was no record found related to the number of requests and cases involving DNA testing
for sponsorship.
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to establish the existence of a biological relationship. Citizenship and Immigration
Canada (CIC) has opted for an approach where DNA testing is to be suggested as a last
resort when no documentary evidence has been submitted or when the evidence (e.g.,
birth certificate, photocopy of citizenship certificate, marriage certificate) provided is
deemed unsatisfactory (Citizenship and Immigration Canada 2013, p. 11; Citizenship
and Immigration Canada 2006, p. 16). The increasing number of requests for DNA
testing has come to the attention of the media and researchers. In Canada, the use of
DNA testing in immigration should be closely scrutinized given the psychosocial
impacts involved, the potential risk of genetic discrimination, and the growing number
of judicial recourses observed (see Ngueng Feze and Joly; Heinemann et al. 2013, pp.
184–185). Facilitating family reunification is an important objective of the Canadian
immigration system. 3 The adoption of misaligned policies by CIC can hinder the
fulfillment of this objective and negatively impact Canada’s reputation as a welcoming
country with immigration policies that reflect humanitarian values deeply rooted in
Canadian society. (CIC Report on Plans and Priorities 2015).

Following a short overview of the context, this policy brief identifies essential policy
points to consider regarding the use of DNA testing in Canadian family reunification
procedures. Points discussed pertain particularly to (1) the need to refine the policy of
Busing DNA testing as a last resort^ (CIC DNA Policy) and its implementation, (2) the
need to modify the definition of Bdependent child^ under the Immigration and Refugee
Protection Regulations (IRPR) to reflect the intrinsic reality of psychosocial family ties,
and (3) the importance of promoting research on the use of DNA testing in other
immigration contexts.

Context

The use of DNA testing in the context of immigration fits within ongoing general
debates related to immigration and citizenship. These debates include the challenge of
balancing the control of borders with the right to international mobility, as well as the
recognition of non-Canadian normative frameworks and values, such as those related to
the concept of family or marriage, within the limit imposed by international human
rights standards. There is also a recurring debate in immigration concerning the
legitimacy and extent of the selection of immigrants, highly qualified migrant workers,
investors, and entrepreneurs. On the one hand, the context of globalization has encour-
aged mobility of individuals across borders; on the other, for economic and security
concerns, countries have tightened their immigration selection criteria (Labelle 2015),
for instance, by limiting family reunification and requesting DNA testing. Canada, like
many other countries, has been frequently altering the parameters of the Bideal
immigrant,^ providing changing sets of rules and requirements (Neborak 2013, p. 5).

In 2001, Canada made an important reform in its immigration law by introducing a
new immigration bill, the Immigration and Refugees Protection Act (IRPA 2015)
(Neborak 2013, p. 5). IRPA’s new regulation introduced the concept of Bbiological
child,^ thus restricting family reunification to biologically linked children and setting

3 In Canada, family reunification is set as an important objective of its immigration system. See IRPA 2015,
sec. 3.
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aside the psychosocial ties in establishing bona fide relationships. This requirement
came to create a gap with existent provincial laws that recognize filiation based on non-
biological parenthood (Children’s Law Reform Act 1990, sec. 1, 4, and 8; Quebec Civil
Code, sec. 552–525), resulting in an unnecessary distinction among children that are
Canadian citizens and those that are not. The biological link required in the concept of
the Bbiological child^ seems inconsistent with the Convention of the Rights of the Child
(Convention of the Rights of the Child 1989, p. 3, s. 10(1)),4 in which it is possible to
derive a broader understanding of the concept of Bfamily.^ Canada must also consider
its commitment under the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights in which the right
to family reunification is recognized under the right to the protection of the family.5

DNA-based identity testing for family can be defined as the

use of technology to establish or rule out a relationship of genetic relatedness
between at least two biological samples […] includ[ing] testing to determine the
degree of genetic relatedness between two or more persons (e.g., paternity
testing) and testing to determine the identity of a person or the remains of a
person (Anderlik and Rothstein 2002, p. 215).

CIC DNA policy involves direct paternity or maternity testing using blood samples.
To determine kinship, the test looks for shared alleles in the STRmarkers6 of the mother,
father, and child. The CIC DNA policy requires results that, from a scientific standpoint,
are at least 99.8 % reliable (Citizenship and Immigration Canada 2006, p. 16;
Citizenship and Immigration Canada 2013, p. 11). In the immigration context, the use
of DNA testing is perceived as providing some advantages over other procedures and
means of identification, as it is precise and can establish biological relatedness between
parents and children, but also between other family members (Heinemann et al. 2013,
pp. 184–185). Two pieces of legislation constitute the federal legal immigration frame-
work in Canada, IRPA and IRPR. However, the recourse to DNA testing is not
embedded in the legislation, but rather it is included in CIC’s administrative policies.
The Operational Procedure Manual (CIC OP 1) states that:

A DNA test to prove relationship is a last resort. When documentary submissions
are not satisfactory evidence of a bona fide relationship, officers may advise

4 Convention on the Rights of the Child 1989, p. 3, s 10(1); Canada became a signatory of the Convention on
the Rights of the Child in 1990 and ratified it in 1991.
5 The three instruments recognize that everyone has a right to form a family and a right to a family life. They
also assert that State Parties shall uphold and protect these rights. This protection implies that processes of
family reunification shall be dealt with in a humane and expeditious manner. For more details on these human
rights responsibilities, see Heinemann and Lemke 2014, p. 492, Weiss 2011, p. 3; Feller et al. 2003; and
Kenny 2011, p. 186.
6 STR (short tandem repeat) is a short sequence of DNA that repeats in the same location of an individual’s
DNA. STR markers are used to determine kinship between two individuals because it is unlikely that two
unrelated individuals have the same alleles or repetitions for a particular STR marker. Each child inherits one
allele from the father and one allele from the mother for each STR marker. However, there may be mutations
in the child’s and the parents’ genotypes that could create inconsistencies in certain sections of the test. With
this in mind, a standard test will analyze the STR of 12–16 loci. (Butler 2005; Barata 2012; Dove 2013)
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applicants that positive results of DNA tests by a laboratory listed in Appendix E
are an acceptable substitute for documents. (Citizenship and Immigration Canada
2013, p. 11).

This CIC DNA policy lacks clarity in its scope and application. Consequently, it has
been inconsistently enforced. Although DNA testing can certainly be considered
necessary in some cases (e.g., when applicants have no other convincing evidence,
such as valid birth certificates, to prove a family relation or when even if they have it,
its authenticity is questioned by the immigration authorities) (Heinemann et al. 2013, p.
202; Taitz et al. 2002, p. 29; Dove 2013, p. 514), it raises important social, legal, and
ethical issues specific to the use of an individual’s genetic information potentially
resulting in discriminatory practices, in addition to the broader ongoing socio-
political debates on Canadian immigration and citizenship rules.

The use of genetic information outside the health and medical research context can
be conducive to genetic discrimination (Joly et al. 2015; Otlowski et al. 2012; Davey
2015). Genetic discrimination can be defined as a differential treatment based on an
individual’s or a group’s genetic information or characteristics. In the immigration
context, based on the existing literature, case law, and immigration policy documents,
such discrimination can take different forms. Some authors have identified certain
trends including, for instance, more frequent requests and use of DNA testing in cases
involving applicants from certain countries, potentially leading to a discriminatory
application of the DNA last resort policy (Baldassi 2007, p. 53; Taitz et al. 2002, p.
25). Moreover, a review of CIC’s 13 public applicant information guides (Citizenship
and Immigration Canada 2002) has demonstrated that the possibility of undergoing
DNA testing is mentioned only in the information guides addressed to applicants from
African countries (Citizenship and Immigration Canada 2014b), without the CIC DNA
policy being clearly presented, which makes the information provided unclear and
potentially misleading. Whereas the CIC DNA policy seems to suggest the use of DNA
testing as a Blast resort,^ it fails to clarify what constitutes Blast resort^ and to provide
any guideline on the type of cases where it could be justified to suggest providing a
DNA test. Furthermore, mentioning in the information guides for African countries that
DNA testing may shorten the time to verify the family relationship may mislead
African applicants into thinking that they will have a faster processing when in fact,
according to the available evidence, they may experience considerable delays.
(Canadian Council for Refugees 2011)

Canadian human rights instruments protect all individuals from discrimination on
the basis of enumerated traits and characteristics that have historically been associated
with exclusion, marginalization and disadvantage, and analogous (i.e., those connected
by interpretation to the enumerated grounds) grounds (Canadian Human Rights Act
1985; Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms).7 Under section 15,

Every individual is equal before and under the law and has the right to the equal
protection and equal benefit of the law without discrimination and, in particular,

7 Only the Charter of Rights and Freedoms protects against discrimination on analogous grounds. Human
rights statutes throughout Canada (including the Quebec Charter) protect only on the basis of enumerated
grounds.
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without discrimination based on race, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion,
sex, age or mental or physical disability.

However, current practices using DNA testing in immigration and the genetic or
biological link required in the concept of Bbiological child^ could be considered
discriminatory if their application results in otherwise unjustifiable distinctions based
on national or ethnic origin, race, ethnicity or family, or civil status. Indeed, as
previously noted by Baldassi in her analysis of the application of the last resort policies,
the current practice of testing most people from certain countries, regardless of the
evidence they present in support of their application, is unlikely to pass scrutiny under
the Sec. 15 of the Charter (Baldassi 2007, p. 19). Moreover, she also noted that despite
the increasing diversity of family structure in Western countries, those nationals are not
required to prove their biological link through DNA testing as other individuals from
non-Western countries. Indeed, some Western applicants are not asked for DNA
samples, despite questionable documentary evidence (ex. birth certificate of a child
that has been adopted generally list the non-biological mother’s name) or even explicit
proof that the child is not genetically related to the sponsor (ex. assisted reproduction
with donated genetic material). (Baldassi 2007, p. 19, 25). Therefore, one of the
arguments that could eventually be presented before the courts could concern the
discriminatory practice of not affording all applicants the equal opportunity to present
proof of relatedness that is neither genetic nor confined to a legal document (Baldassi
2007, p. 19). Given the growing number of Canadian cases where the courts have held
that DNA tests ought not to have been requested by CIC officers and the ongoing
studies being conducted on this topic, (Ngueng Feze and Joly), there may be evidence
supporting the potential violation of section 15.

The introduction of DNA testing in the family reunification process raises proce-
dural, ethical psychosocial, and technical issues leading to erroneous rejection of
applications (see Karlsson et al. 2007; Heinemann et al. 2013, p. 185; Karlsson et al.
2007). For instance, rare cases of de novo mutations in the offspring’s DNA8 may lead
to the erroneous exclusion of maternity or paternity even though a biological relation-
ship exists. (Heinemann et al. 2013, p. 185; Murdock 2008, p. 1523) Irrespective of
potential human or technical errors, DNA test results can be devastating for the families
involved, as they may cause additional important psychosocial challenges that may
require counseling (e.g., a mother having to admit to family members that her child was
the product of rape or of an extramarital affair) (Dove 2013). This is particularly
important in the context where DNA testing can uncover non-biological paternity
unsuspected by the father.

Federal courts and administrative tribunals have had to deal with a substantial
number of cases reflecting the multiple challenges previously identified. An extensive
analysis of the case law was conducted and revealed inconsistencies leading to an
unnecessary level of unpredictability in the outcome of the application of CIC DNA
policy to individual cases (Ngueng Feze and Joly). Indeed, Federal courts and admin-
istrative tribunals have reviewed some cases where the immigration officer required
DNA testing, even though sufficient evidence had been provided or, without allowing

8 This rare type of mutations may occur when DNA bases are deleted or multiplied during the process of
division and replication of a fertilized egg. (Murdock 2008, p. 1523)
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the applicant the opportunity to present some other types of evidence. Cost is also an
important aspect to consider in a request to undergo DNA testing. Even though the cost
of the test has somewhat decreased with time, it may still remain prohibitive for less
fortunate applicants. Furthermore, all the expenses associated with the test, such as
traveling to sometimes distant places where the DNA samples are collected, need to be
taken into account as well.9 In several cases, the cost of testing was found to be unduly
burdensome, preventing applicants from reuniting with their family. (Heinemann et al.
2013, p. 201; Canadian Council for Refugees 2011)

Given the diverse issues surrounding the use of DNA testing and the lack of clarity
in the application of CIC DNA policy raised particularly in case law, a multidisciplinary
expert working group met to debate. The following text presents a series of policy
points to consider addressing the issues raised by the current DNA testing practice in
Canadian family reunification process.

Methods

The process leading to these points to consider began with the identification of issues
through a review of the case law on use of DNA testing in Canadian immigration
(Ngueng Feze and Joly) and a broad comparative review of national and international
studies on the use of DNA testing for family reunification. This research informed an
issue paper on the use of DNA testing in the family reunification process, which was
circulated to the working group of experts representing a variety of interests and
disciplines concerned with the use of DNA testing in family reunification. The working
group met in Montreal on April 30th and May 1st, 2015 to agree on a set of points to
consider. The first day of the workshop consisted of plenary presentations on DNA and
immigration by selected experts from the group followed by a period of open discus-
sions. On the following day, the working group developed the points to consider
reaching a consensus on the content and formulation of each policy point.

Points to Consider for Policy Options

Policy of BDNA Testing as a Last Resort^

Decisions from the federal courts of Canada and administrative tribunals on the
recourse to DNA testing in family reunification have not provided the consistency
and reliability required to inform stakeholders of the state of the law. The current
application of CIC DNA policy for the use of DNA testing in family reunification
processes has caused economic, physical, and psychological distress to families that
were often already in a vulnerable position due to hardships related to immigration or
endured in their country of origin or abroad. Furthermore, given that among CIC’s 13

9 For example, according to the Canadian Council for Refugees Report, in September 2011, a 3-year-old
Kenyan girl was required to go to the IOM office in Nairobi to have her blood sample taken as part of her
ongoing immigration procedure. Given that the girl lived in a part of Kenya that was far away from Nairobi
and her mom lived in Canada, the mother had to pay for the travel costs of her daughter and a caretaker in
addition to paying for the test.
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information guides for applicants, only the one for Africa (Citizenship and Immigration
Canada 2002) mentions the possibility of undergoing DNA testing, but without
explicitly discussing CIC DNA policy, it is very difficult to ensure that CIC DNA
policy is systematically implemented in a fair manner towards all applicants. Thus,
there is a need to standardize the practice by providing detailed and consistent
guidelines for the implementation of CIC DNA policy. Finally, the current practice
does not sufficiently take into account the obligations of Canada as stipulated in section
3 and 10 of the Convention of the Rights of the Child ratified in 1991. It is also
detrimental to Canada’s reputation as a welcoming country with immigration policies
that reflect humanitarian values deeply rooted in Canadian society. (CIC Report on
Plans and Priorities 2015)

Point to Consider 1.1: the Revised CIC DNA Testing Policy

The framework for CIC DNA policy must be strictly defined so as to properly oversee a
consistent implementation of the use of DNA testing as a last resort in a refined policy
where:

1. CIC should provide specific guidelines delimiting the situations where evidence
can be considered insufficient by its immigration officers.

2. Immigration officers should offer applicants reasonable opportunities to pro-
vide alternative documents or information before suggesting DNA testing. For
instance, in addition to birth, marriage, and death certificates, other useful
forms of evidence that could be accepted from applicants include photos, sworn
declarations, proof of regular money transfers, and communication exchanges.
(Heinemann and Lemke 2015, p. 16) These alternative forms of evidence could,
without imposing stress on minors, confirm the existence of a family relation-
ship. Interviews could also be a helpful form of evidence to prove a family
relationship, irrespective of the existence of a biological link. However, it
should be recognized that this last alternative might sometime impose stress
on young children and violate applicants’ privacy, given the extremely personal
nature of many of the questions that could be asked. Therefore, it would be
important to explain to applicants the risks associated with these alternatives so
they can make an informed decision.10

3. The letter of invitation to undergo DNA testing sent by CIC to the applicant
should systematically include specific and detailed reason(s) selected from a
checklist of acceptable forms of evidence based on the new aforementioned
guidelines to justify the officer’s assessment that the evidence provided was not
satisfactory and that, given the lack of other alternative options, DNA testing is
necessary.

This refined CIC DNA policy must be applied consistently by immigration officers
regardless of the country of origin or of residence of the applicant. The margin of
discretion afforded to immigration officers in this matter should be minimal.

10 For a more detailed analysis on the ethical aspects regarding the use of interviews in family reunification
processes, see (Weiss 2015, pp. 79–92)
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Point to Consider 1.2: Financial Assistance

Under the refined CIC DNA policy, the substantial costs associated with DNA testing
should not prevent family reunification for less financially fortunate individuals. DNA
testing should be done using saliva (mouth swab), which is not only less intrusive, but
could also reduce current costs and delays associated with the current practice of using
blood-based testing.11 If families can demonstrate their incapacity to pay for testing
without incurring financial hardship, CIC should be responsible for providing financial
assistance in the form of a loan.

Point to Consider 1.3: Communication Tools for Sponsors, Applicants, and the Public
at Large

CIC should combine information on DNA testing into one single guidance document
(ex. a specific operational manual or guide on DNA testing). This guidance document
should be made publicly available and used to create a short pamphlet, drafted in lay
terms that would accompany invitation letters to undergo DNA testing. The informa-
tion provided should reflect the actual practice, avoid misleading or coercive terminol-
ogy, and enable applicants to make an informed decision. The documents should also
provide a simple explanation of DNA testing for immigration purposes. A notice
concerning the potential psychosocial risks related to the discovery of a lack of
biological filiation and details about the possible need for counseling to understand
the test results and help cope with the psychosocial impact should be provided in the
pamphlet. General information on cost and delay related to testing must also be
included. In addition, CIC should maintain and provide applicants with a list of some
of the laboratories that are accredited by the Standards Council of Canada and
authorized to conduct DNA testing for immigration purposes that have up to date
consent, confidentiality, and privacy policies in place. CIC should also state in the
pamphlet that it will use reasonable efforts to ensure the confidentiality of testing and
results and that it will not share this information with third parties, unless otherwise
provided by law or court order. Finally, the pamphlet should clearly explain that
undergoing the test is entirely voluntary and that the laboratory should have a procedure
to enable informed consent.

Point to Consider 1.4: Internal Training and Communication

CIC should disseminate the refined CIC DNA policy to immigration officers and
stakeholders in order to promote a coherent and predictable interpretation of the refined
CIC DNA policy in family reunification cases. In addition, considering the important
number of cases where the decision to suggest DNA testing was deemed not warranted
(Ngueng Feze and Joly), appropriate training will be key to ensure that the revised
policy is applied consistently in the same manner. This ongoing training process would
be a good opportunity to raise awareness among immigration officers about the various
issues surrounding the use of DNA testing in family reunification cases, as well as an

11 Currently, DNA profiles are extracted from blood samples. See Citizenship and Immigration Canada 2006,
p. 16. This reports suggests that a blood test is almost twice as expensive. Cancer Research Network, p. 20.
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avenue for the officers to voice their concerns, share their experiences, and exchange
best practices. Therefore, this training should be held recurrently, be periodically
revised, and used as a means to further existing collaborations and exchanges among
CIC officers to further optimize relevant associated procedures, processes, and policies.

Point to Consider 1.5: Increased Transparency

Given the unique and sensitive nature of DNA evidence, there is a need for increased
transparency of the process of using DNA tests for family reunification. CIC should
collect anonymous statistics on the number of cases where DNA testing is suggested by
immigration officers in the context of family reunification, the number of cases where
the tests are actually undertaken by sponsors and applicants, and the outcome of the
DNA test. This data should also include the country of origin of the families involved,
the cost, and the delays associated with the procedure. These statistics should be made
available to the general public on CIC’s website and regularly updated, for example, on
a semi-annual basis.

Point to Consider 1.6: Ensure High Ethical Standards and Informational Privacy

In cases where DNA tests are suggested, CIC should ensure that recommended
laboratories accredited by the Standards Council of Canada have established a struc-
tured ethical process that includes:

1. A policy addressing ethical issues associated with the return of the test results to the
tested applicants, the sponsor, and CIC. This should integrate specific policies for
the return of results concerning minor children;

2. Information that would enable applicants to make an informed decision. This
information, which could be provided in the pamphlet we recommended in our
BPoint to Consider 1.3: Communication Tools for Sponsors, Applicants, and the
Public at Large^ section, includes an overview of the test, probable outcomes,
psychosocial risks, costs, potential delays, etc. It should also give information
about the counseling available to the applicants, in case they need professional
psychological help to better handle the test results and the psychosocial impact they
may have. The laboratory should go through this information with the applicants
and seek their consent if and when they decide to undergo the test;

3. A policy concerning the timely destruction of the genetic sample and associated
data after test results have been sent to CIC and the sponsor, or the applicants and
all parties have had a reasonable time to contest the validity of the results.

Requirement of a Biological Link Between Child and Parents in the Immigration
and Refugee Protection Regulations

The definition of Bdependent child^ in the IRPR presents a biological definition of
family that is inconsistent with Canadian provincial family laws, which favor a more
psychosocial definition. Moreover, the Citizenship Act does also recognize non-
biological children for citizenship purposes, including where human reproduction and
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surrogacy are involved, which creates additional inconsistency within immigration laws
(Citizenship Act 1985, sec. 2(1); Citizenship and Immigration Canada Government of
Canada 2014a). This unnecessary biological distinction between dependent children
has the effect of applying a different, less favorable legal regime to certain Canadian
citizens and permanent residents, as well as refugees and asylum seekers, in the context
of family reunification in Canada. Furthermore, this regime is inconsistent with
Canada’s obligation as enounced in sections 3 and 10 of the Convention of the
Rights of the Child. The Convention recognizes the existence of rights and duties of
extended family members towards a child (Convention on the Rights of the Child 1989,
sec. 5). The requirement of a biological link between child and parents has also been
conducive to a derogatory and contradictory application of CIC DNA policy, which
prevents the recourse to more traditional documentary evidence of social filiation and
creates interpretative challenges for the administrative tribunals and federal courts of
Canada.

Point to Consider 2.1: Redefining the Term BDependent Child^

In section 2 of the IRPR in the definition of Bdependent child^ (a) (i), the Canadian
legislator should remove the word Bbiological^ to make this definition more inclusive
of the different notions of Bfamily^ as defined in provincial laws, public policies, and
international human rights fundamental texts and to integrate the often complex
psychosocial realities intrinsic to contemporary family relationships.

The Use of DNA Tests by Immigration Officers in Other Immigration Contexts

Although this topic was not the central objective of our assessment, we note with
concern that the use of DNA testing is also prevalent in other immigration contexts,
outside of family reunification processes. For instance, DNA testing could be used to
prevent deportation of a father when he can prove he has a minor child who is a
Canadian citizen or permanent resident. It could also be used to expose an arranged
marriage between siblings or to confirm a marriage between two individuals when they
cannot provide a marriage certificate, but they can prove they have biological children
together.

Point to Consider 3.1: Establishing a Comprehensive Framework for DNA Testing
in All Immigration Procedures

The sensitive and familial nature of human DNA requires that its use in immigration
procedures be carefully delineated to cases where it is absolutely necessary to prevent
fraud. Such use of genetic testing should always be explained and documented in a
transparent manner by CIC on its manuals, policies, and website.

Point to Consider 3.2: Conducting Further Research to Better Inform Future Laws
and Policies

To increase our knowledge of the use of DNA testing by immigration officers in this
and other immigration contexts, independent studies by academic researchers and non-
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profit organizations should be encouraged by funding organizations and relevant
government agencies.

Concluding Remarks

The current CIC DNA policy allowing immigration officers, as a last resort, to ask for
DNA tests to prove biological relationships in the context of family reunification raises
significant ethical, legal, and social issues. These issues include the possible adverse
psychosocial impact of genetic test results, the potential for genetic discrimination, and
the growing number of judicial recourses observed. The narrow definition of
Bdependent child^ in the IRPR is also ill advised at a time where a growing number
of parents resort to assisted procreation to have children. Considering the important
issues and values at stake, these problems need to be addressed as a matter of urgency.

This policy brief puts forward essential policy points to consider regarding the use of
DNA testing in family reunification in Canada. The adoption of the proposed refined CIC
DNA policy and the modification of section 2 of the IRPR to omit the word Bbiological^
should benefit all stakeholders involved, as these changes address key policy points of
concern in a matter consistent with Canadian national and international human rights
commitments. CIC will need to remain vigilant to ensure that the refined policy is applied
fairly and consistently to preserve Canada’s longstanding reputation as a nation that
welcomes immigrants and refugees. In addition, further research on the different legal,
ethical, and social issues raised by genetic testing in the larger immigration context are
needed to better inform future policies and our understanding of the various implications
and challenges faced by agencies and governments in the implementation of these policies.
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